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Feedhack from Employers 

Report for the year 2021 2022 

Fvedhacks were collected fron 6 employers-Mohih shoes, Farida Shoes Pvt J,td, Delta 

shoes, IJC, K imil Mothersn entcrprisas and Aston shocs the students are employed and the results 

are preented helow 

.It was nted that around 60% of the employers have given the consent that our students 

meet the expectations of the oryanisations, The employers are satisfied with their calibre 

and fccl that the yraduate students are learning essential skills in the college to meet the 

industrial expectation. 

of the employers prefer our organisation for its recruitment due to the nearest 

geographie location, 65% of the employers fecl that they have successful experience from 

previous year sudents. 

94% of the employers fecl that the students should have a sound subject discipline 

knowledge, effective communícation and IT skills to get the job. 88% of the employers 

have stresed on the soft skills qualities to present in the candidate like openness to change 

ability to work under pressure and have the potential to take up the responsibility to be 

placed in the job. 
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The employers are satisfied with their calibre 

and feel that the graduate students are learning 

essential skills in the college to meet the 

industrial expectation. 
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the employers prefer our organisation for its recruitment due 

to the nearest geographic location 
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the employers feel that they have successful 

experience from previous year students. 
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MAZHARUL ULOOM COLLEGE. AMBUR 

The emplovers feel that the students should have a sound 

subject discipline knowiedge, effective communication and 
IT 

skills to get the job 
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The employers have stressed on the soft skills 

qualities to present in the candidate like 
openness to change, ability to work under 

pressure and have the potential to take up the 

responsibility to be placed in the job. 
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